High-speed multi-exposure laser speckle contrast imaging with a single-photon counting camera
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Abstract: Laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) has emerged as a valuable tool for cerebral blood flow (CBF) imaging. We present a multi-exposure laser speckle imaging (MESI) method which uses a high-frame rate acquisition with a negligible inter-frame dead time to mimic multiple exposures in a single-shot acquisition series. Our approach takes advantage of the noise-free readout and high-sensitivity of a complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD) array to provide real-time speckle contrast measurement with high temporal resolution and accuracy. To demonstrate its feasibility, we provide comparisons between in vivo measurements with both the standard and the new approach performed on a mouse brain, in identical conditions.
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1. Introduction

Non-invasive, optical imaging of blood flow in general, and in particular cerebral blood flow (CBF) has many applications in studying both the normal and pathophysiological brain [1]. Diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS) [2], laser Doppler flowmetry [3], laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) [4] are some of the optical methods based on the spatio-temporal statistics of the laser speckles that are used to measure blood flow in the microvasculature.

In LSCI, an in vivo imaging technique, full-field illumination is used for measurement of blood flow in real time using two-dimensional array detectors such as CMOS or CCD cameras [5]. The blurring of fluctuating speckles during the brief, yet significantly long, exposure time of the camera is quantified and compared to a physical model. To date, the bulk of LSCI work relied on the use of a single-exposure time, which allowed fairly simple and inexpensive experimental set-up that can measure the relative changes in CBF with high spatio-temporal resolution.

The use of single exposure data limits the LSCI to relative measurements and makes it vulnerable to systematic errors because of deviations from the physical theories due to the presence of static scatterers. Multi-exposure laser speckle imaging (MESI) is an attempt to resolve these problems by using multi-exposure time data [6–8]. The main drawback of MESI is due to the additional time necessary for acquiring different exposure time sequences. Therefore, it lacks the temporal resolution necessary for imaging rapid changes in blood flow, preventing real-time in vivo measurements to be performed and thus leading to a trade-off between accuracy, resolution and speed.

In order to overcome these limitations, in this paper, we exploit the unique characteristics of a single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD) array such as no readout noise, high-speed and single-
photon sensitivity performance. These allow us to achieve real-time multi-exposure speckle contrast measurement with high temporal resolution, even at low light intensity levels and at a high frame rate. The lack of readout noise and fast frame-rate capability of the SPAD chip also allows for a new acquisition scheme, herein called as single-shot acquisition MESI (sMESI), which can compute the whole set of multi-exposure images from a single acquisition at the shortest exposure time without significant inter-frame dead time. To validate our technique, we have performed measurements on a tissue-like phantom followed by an in vivo mouse measurement.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 addresses the theory of multi-exposure speckle imaging and describes the structure and the working principles of the SPAD chip. Furthermore, we discuss the new acquisition method, its validation and comparison with the standard approach. In Section 3, we discuss the results from different sets of experimental data. Finally, in Section 4 we outline the main advantages and drawbacks of the proposed methods and of the system.

2. Methods

2.1. Single and multi-exposure laser speckle contrast imaging

A laser speckle pattern is a random interference pattern produced by the coherent addition of scattered laser light with slightly different path lengths [9]. One source of fluctuations in the speckles is the presence of dynamic scatterers, like moving red cells in the blood. The statistical properties of the scatterer dynamics are reflected in the speckle fluctuations which, in case of LSCI, are quantified by a statistical quantity called speckle contrast, \( \kappa \), defined as the ratio of the standard deviation \( \sigma \) to the mean intensity \( \langle I \rangle \) in a local region [4].

Furthermore, the square of speckle contrast is related to normalized electric field autocorrelation function of the scattered field, \( g_1(\tau) \) [10]:

\[
\kappa^2 = \frac{\sigma^2}{\langle I \rangle^2} = \frac{2\beta}{T} \int_0^T g_1^2(\tau) \left( 1 - \frac{\tau}{T} \right) d\tau
\]  

(1)

where \( \beta \) is related to the number of speckles that are detected by each individual pixel, \( T \) is the exposure time of the camera, and \( \tau \) is the correlation time. In case of single scattering, the normalized field autocorrelation assumes the form of \( g_1(\tau) = \exp(-T/\tau_c) \); where \( \tau_c \) is the correlation time for the speckles and is connected to blood flow as \( \tau_c = 1/v \), where \( v \) is velocity of the scatterers [11]. Inserting this form into Eq. (1) and integrating, the speckle contrast becomes:

\[
\kappa^2(T, \tau_c) = \beta e^{-2(T/\tau_c)} - 1 + 2(T/\tau_c)
\]  

(2)

In the presence of static scatterers Eq. (2) needs to be modified [6]:

\[
\kappa^2(T, \tau_c) = \beta \rho^2 e^{-2(T/\tau_c)} - 1 + 2(T/\tau_c) + 4\beta \rho (1 - \rho) e^{-2(T/\tau_c)} + v_{\text{noise}}
\]  

(3)

where \( \rho = I_f/(I_f + I_s) \), \( I_f \) and \( I_s \) are contributions from dynamic and static scattered light respectively and \( v_{\text{noise}} \) is variable that accounts for experimental error. In absence of static scatterers, \( \rho = 1 \), Eq. (3) reduces to Eq. (2).

In the following, we will demonstrate the single-shot acquisition MESI using the data acquired by the SPAD camera and by making use of speckle contrast given in Eq. (3).
2.2. Single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD) array

The main process exploited in a SPAD is the impact of ionization mechanism. However, differently from avalanche photodiodes (APDs), where the ionization mechanism is deployed to produce a linear amplification of the photocurrent, a SPAD produces, upon the absorption of a photon, a high current pulse (milliampere) with sub-nanosecond leading edge, thus ensuring precise time-tagging of the photon arrival. This is a consequence of the fact that a SPAD is basically a p-n junction, that is reverse-biased well above the breakdown voltage. At this bias, the electric field in the depletion layer is so high that a single injected carrier can trigger a self-sustaining avalanche current, that is sensed and quenched by a proper front-end circuit, which also generates a digital pulse synchronous with the current sensing [12]. This implies that each photon is directly converted into a 1-bit count and, therefore, unlike CCD and CMOS imagers, the contribution of readout noise is completely removed. Correspondingly, no limitation on minimum integration time, due to signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) degradation, is set and very high frame rate acquisition becomes feasible. Moreover, if an application requires long integration times, e.g. \( T_{\text{INT}} \) seconds, it is possible to accumulate N frames, each lasting \( T_{\text{FRAME}} \) (Fig. 1). When negligible inter-frame time and a very short minimum frame time can be achieved, the resulting dynamic range of the sensor dramatically increases [13]. In principle, the same strategy could be applied to CCDs and CMOS sensors, but the dominant contribution of the readout noise at short integration time, would inevitably cause signal-to-noise (SNR) degradation [14]. This feature is of great concern for MESI, since speckle data are acquired for a wide range of exposure times (10 \( \mu \text{s} \) up to 80 ms), where the lowest value is typically tens of \( \mu \text{s} \). At such short exposures, the data will exhibit a low SNR in the presence of high readout noise.

![Fig. 1. Typical acquisition scheme for the adopted SPAD array: given the absence of readout noise and short inter-frame dead time, longer integration time can be obtained by accumulating several shorter frames. The dynamic range is correspondingly increased.](image)

The SPAD sensor chip used for this study is an array of \( 64 \times 32 \) SPAD pixels and integrated electronics fabricated in a high-voltage 0.35 \( \mu \text{m} \) CMOS technology. Each pixel is a round SPAD, with a 30 \( \mu \text{m} \) active-area diameter, and includes an analog quenching circuit front-end, processing circuitry and data readout [13]. At room temperature, the SPAD has one of the best ever reported dark noise performance (100 cps). The system has an extended dynamic range of 110 dB at 100 fps and a maximum frame-rate of 100,000 fps. The dead time is fairly short, 35 ns, corresponding to maximum count rate of \( \sim 28 \text{ Mcps} \). This performance ensures photon-shot noise limited acquisition, further increasing the accuracy of the measurements.
Fig. 2. Acquisition protocol for (a) standard and (b) sMESI methods. $T_{\text{EXP},i}$ is the i-th exposure time; $T_{\text{DECOR}}$ is the decorrelation time. $T_{\text{ACQ}}$ is the acquisition of a single exposure time, while $N$ is the number of exposure times ($T_{\text{FRAME}}$) needed and $M$ is the number of images for each exposure.

2.3. Single-shot acquisition multi-exposure speckle imaging with single photon avalanche diode array

The particular acquisition protocol is important when considered in relationship to functional imaging with small animal models, where data is acquired for long time. In the standard MESI approach [6], where a laser source is gated with an acousto-optic modulator or in case of gated-CCD the camera itself is gated, $N$ different exposures ($T_{\text{EXP},i}$, $i=1,\ldots,N$), ranging from tens of microseconds to tens of milliseconds are employed. The time in between each exposure is also in the order of tens of milliseconds and it depends on the speckle decorrelation time ($T_{\text{DECOR}}$) [7,8]. The acquired data over $M$ images are processed to calculate the speckle contrast and then averaged for each exposure time (Fig. 2(a)). Since data is acquired in discrete sets of exposure time ($T_{\text{ACQ}} = M \cdot T_{\text{DECOR}}$), the whole measurement process is time consuming ($T_{\text{MEAS}} = N \cdot T_{\text{ACQ}}$) and the longer the duration is, the higher the probability that data will be affected by physiological and experimental changes.
To overcome this limitation, we take advantage of the readout-noise-free images from the SPAD array to increase the acquisition speed and instead of multiple exposures (i.e. one exposure acquisition after the other), a single high-speed acquisition (short exposure time) is performed. In post-processing, the frames are then summed to obtain N different equivalent exposure times \( T_{\text{EXP}, N} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} T_{\text{FRAME}} \), and for each processed exposure time the speckle contrast is computed. As shown in Fig. 2(b), \( T_{\text{FRAME}} \) is chosen so that in a single decorrelation interval, it is possible to acquire N exposure times, then the acquisition speed improves by a factor N.

As an example, let us consider that we want to use twenty-one different exposure times, and for each one, 500 images are averaged with a decorrelation time equal to 20 ms (e.g. 50 fps). When using the standard approach, the total measurement time is \( T_{\text{MEAS}} = M \cdot N \cdot T_{\text{DECOR}} = 210 \text{ s} \), that is about 3.5 minutes. Conversely, with the new approach, choosing a frame time equal to \( T_{\text{FRAME}} = T_{\text{DECOR}} / N = 200 \mu \text{s} \), we can acquire the same amount of images per exposure time in only \( T_{\text{MEAS}} = M \cdot T_{\text{DECOR}} = 10 \text{ s} \). Even further, the advantages can be greater. Thanks to the higher frame rate capability, we are able to choose a frame time as short as 10 \( \mu \text{s} \). In such a situation, we are able to generate \( N = T_{\text{DECOR}} / T_{\text{FRAME}} = 10000 \) equivalent exposure times. As a result, we are not only able to drastically reduce the measurement duration but also to generate more points per acquisition, thus increasing the precision of \( \tau_c \) estimation.

### 2.4. Phantom and in vivo measurements

To validate the SPAD for LSCI use and for data acquisition with sMESI, we have used a phantom of 1% solution of Lipofundin 20% (B. Braun, Spain) in water with optical properties for scattering \( \mu'_s = 10.3 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) and absorption \( \mu_a = 0.04 \text{ cm}^{-1} \). A continuous-wave temperature controlled laser diode (L785P090 Thorlabs, 785 nm, 90 mW) was used for homogeneous full-field illumination.

The experimental setup, shown in Fig. 3(a), was used for measurements of the tissue simulating phantom and the animal. Data was acquired over multi-exposure times from 200 \( \mu \text{s} \) up to 2000 \( \mu \text{s} \) in steps of 200 \( \mu \text{s} \), in total 10 exposure times for phantom measurement for both methods.

Furthermore, to demonstrate the feasibility of single-shot acquisition MESI, in vivo measurements, an adult male C57/BL6 mouse (30 g of body weight) was used. The animal was initially anesthetized with 4% isoflurane in \( \text{O}_2: \text{N}_2 \text{O} \) (30:70), which was reduced to 1% isoflurane for maintenance, once the mouse was moved to the stereotaxic frame, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Body temperature was kept at 37 °C by a heating blanket and animal scalp was removed. A Teflon ring was attached to the skull using dental cement and filled with mineral oil to prevent the skull from drying out during the measurement.

Two types of challenges were introduced to alter the global cerebral blood flow. First challenge was hypercapnia, where carbon dioxide (CO\(_2\)) concentration was increased, thus leading to increase in blood flow. The second challenge was hyperoxia, where oxygen (O\(_2\)) concentration was increased, in order to decrease blood flow. The protocol of the whole measurement lasted 30 minutes. As shown in Fig. 3(b): we first took baseline measurements with both methods, followed by the CO\(_2\) challenge (20% \( \text{O}_2 \) + 75% \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) + 5% CO\(_2\)). Then, we waited 5 minutes for the animal to recover, and \( \text{O}_2 \) challenge (100% \( \text{O}_2 \) was introduced. At the end of measurements the animal was sacrificed and the biological zero was imaged. All the multi-exposures were taken with exposure times from 200 \( \mu \text{s} \) up to 20000 \( \mu \text{s} \), in total 21 exposure times for both methods.
2.5. Data processing and fitting

Speckle contrast was computed in a predefined region of interest (ROI) at each pixel over all frames. In order to account for the shot noise, we adopt the noise correction method explained in Refs. [15–17]. The contribution due to shot noise, $\kappa_s = 1/\langle I \rangle$, is subtracted from the computed speckle contrast. Dark noise may also lead to systematic error, which is negligible for this low exposure time used in this study since the dark count level is at 100 cps. The readout noise is non-existent. We have previously shown that these sources of noise can also be taken into account if need be [16].

Furthermore, in the case of count rates closer to the saturation level, it is possible to do a correction for the dead time [18]. Since the count rate levels are well below saturation in this study, we did not take this into account. All additional noises that were not considered were
incorporated to the $v_{\text{noise}}$ while fitting for data.

In MESI often, the speckle contrast is computed in spatial domain, using a number of statistically independent pixels in a square window (5x5 or 7x7). Here, instead, we compute the speckle contrast in temporal domain by making use of uncorrelated images spaced appropriately in time to let the speckle field decorrelates. The limits of validity of this approach is well known [4].

3. Results

A tissue mimicking phantom was used to test the new (sMESI) method in comparison to the standard method. Temporal speckle contrast was calculated using the intensity and the variance for each pixel (2048 pixels) over 1000 images. Figure 4 shows the intensity and speckle contrast over different exposure times. We note that for the shortest exposure time (200 $\mu$s), from which all other exposure times were build up, the maximum count rate was 0.6 Mcps. As it can be seen, the two methods are in close agreement. The mean difference between these two methods for intensity is $0.4 \pm 0.1 \%$, and for speckle contrast is $3.4 \pm 1.3 \%$.

After demonstrating the validity of the measurements in the phantom, we translated the measurements to in vivo. The temporal speckle contrast calculation was performed for each pixel over 500 images and averaged for the region of interest of $8 \times 5$ pixels. Figure 5 shows a representative SPAD image where major vessels are visible.

Figure 6 shows the intensity and the temporal speckle contrast versus the exposure time, as well as the difference between two methods during the baseline period for both standard and sMESI. The mean difference in intensity is $0.95 \pm 0.35 \%$ and $8.8 \pm 6.5 \%$ for the speckle contrast between these two methods. The baseline speckle contrast was fitted using the theoretical model given in Eq. (3) and normalized to the mean value as shown in Fig. 7. The mean residual between the fit and the data for the standard method is $9.2 \pm 0.2 \%$ and for sMESI is $9.2 \pm 0.1 \%$. The fitted values are also in good agreement between both models. The maximum count rate was 1 Mcps for the shortest exposure time (200 $\mu$s) from which all other exposure times were built up.

In Table 1 and Table 2, all fitted values of $\tau_c$ and cerebral blood flow (CBF) for the single-shot acquisition and the standard method are shown. Overall, we see that $\tau_c$ obtained from two methods are comparable. Furthermore, assuming that $\tau_c \sim 1/v$, and CBF$\sim v$, we compute CBF...
Fig. 5. An *in vivo* image of the mouse brain with the selected region of interest (ROI, $8 \times 5$ pixels) of $4 \times 2.5\text{mm}$. The Teflon ring appears as a halo around the exposed brain. Field of view was approximately $3 \times 1.5\text{ cm}$.

Fig. 6. Mouse measurements for (a) intensity and (b) speckle contrast as a function of exposure time are shown. The dashed line is the standard method and the solid line is the single-shot acquisition method. The mean difference between these two methods is for the intensity $0.95 \pm 0.35\%$, and for the speckle contrast $8.8 \pm 6.5\%$.

Fig. 7. Fitted data from (a) standard and (b) single-shot acquisition from the baseline measurements. The mean residual between the theory and the experiment from the standard method is $9.2 \pm 0.1\%$ and for standard method is $9.2 \pm 0.2\%$. 
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changes for the hypercapnia (Table 1) and hyperoxia (Table 2). As shown in the tables and in Fig. 8, the changes in CBF during each challenge match the expectations; hypercapnia with a $CO_2$ increase causes an expected decrease for $\tau_c$ and an increase in CBF; and hyperoxia i.e. $O_2$ increase causes an increase in $\tau_c$ and a decrease in CBF. Biological zero, i.e. $\tau_c$ measured after sacrifice (Table 2), was subtracted from all the measurements and the values were normalized to the baseline measured before each challenge. As it can be seen the single-shot acquisition and standard method are in close agreement.

Table 1. Fitted values for $\tau_c$ and cerebral blood flow with biological zero subtraction before, during and after hypercapnia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>$\tau_c$ [s]</th>
<th>Cerebral blood flow [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sMESI ($10^{-4}$)</td>
<td>Standard ($10^{-4}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>3.80 ± 0.4</td>
<td>3.41 ± 0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CO_2$</td>
<td>3.10 ± 0.29</td>
<td>3.04 ± 0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery</td>
<td>3.17 ± 0.33</td>
<td>3.10 ± 0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Fitted values for $\tau_c$ and cerebral blood flow with biological zero subtraction before, during and after hyperoxia. The biological zero values are also shown in this table since the animal was sacrificed after hyperoxia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>$\tau_c$ [s]</th>
<th>Cerebral blood flow [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sMESI ($10^{-4}$)</td>
<td>Standard ($10^{-4}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery (Baseline)</td>
<td>3.17 ± 0.33</td>
<td>3.10 ± 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$O_2$</td>
<td>3.23 ± 0.33</td>
<td>3.24 ± 0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery</td>
<td>2.83 ± 0.26</td>
<td>2.89 ± 0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological zero</td>
<td>259 ± 4</td>
<td>519 ± 89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Bar plots for the changes in cerebral blood flow (a) for the hypercapnia challenge normalized to the baseline period immediately prior to hypercapnia (Table 1) and (b) for the hyperoxia challenge to the baseline period immediately prior to hyperoxia after the hypercapnia (Table 2).
4. Discussion

We have presented a new, high-frame rate single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) array for laser speckle contrast imaging. Furthermore, we have proposed and demonstrated a new method for fast multi-exposure data acquisition. Single-shot acquisition MESI (sMESI) is able to acquire thousands of frames rapidly with negligible dead time between frames, and, with post-processing of the data, to simulate multi-exposure data.

To demonstrate that the SPAD and sMESI are able to measure speckle contrast, a measurement on a tissue mimicking phantom was shown. The intensity and speckle contrast in liquid phantom from both approaches were in close agreement with mean difference of 0.4 ± 0.1%, and 3.4 ± 1.3% respectively. This shows that both approaches generate equivalent data in ideal conditions.

After proving this, measurements were translated to the mouse brain. As described in Section 3, we have first compared both methods during the baseline period, again with a close agreement between both methods for both the intensity (0.95 ± 0.35%) and the speckle contrast (8.8 ± 6.5%). As expected, the differences are a bit larger for the in vivo case due physiological changes between two sets of acquisition.

Then all measurements were fitted with a theoretical model, this is enabled by both MESI and sMESI which showed good agreement between methods and with previously reported values [8]. Furthermore, cerebral blood flow changes due to two challenges (hypercapnia and hyperoxia) also showed agreement between two methods and with previously reported values [19]. Overall, these results demonstrate that the new approach can provide equivalent data as standard MESI at a significantly shorter time.

We note that the SPAD array provides good signal-to-noise-ratio even for the lowest exposure times that were utilized, it can readily be gated and has a high effective dynamic range. Therefore, it is suitable for multi-exposure speckle contrast imaging. Our work demonstrates this point. However, we go further and utilize the absence of readout noise, the negligible inter-frame dead-time and the resulting high frame rate acquisition to propose and demonstrate sMESI.

The standard CMOS manufacturing employed for this SPAD array allows to achieve both single-photon sensitivity, very low noise and very high (hundreds of kfps) frame rates. The current SPAD array has been designed in a scaled technology (0.30 μm) that allows for low noise SPADs, but at the cost of a large pixel pitch (150 μm). This implies a limited number of pixels (2048) and a relative slow readout electronics (100 MHz readout clock frequency). In deep sub-micron technologies (< 0.18 μm), the pixel pitch could be reduced (down to about 30 μm) and consequently the number of pixels can be increased to achieve a higher spatial resolution (around 20 kpixels) using the same area. The maximum frame rate can still be kept comparable or even higher because these more scaled technologies also allow us to integrate faster transistors (1 GHz readout clock frequency). In the near future (~one year) it is envisioned that a SPAD array with this configuration will be available. We note that the production technologies are well known and in the longer term (few years), as applications similar to the work presented here arise, we expect that arrays with similar pixel density as already existing CCD/CMOS cameras will be available.

Moreover, we note that there are some limitations due to low quantum efficiency for our wavelength (785 nm). Next generation of CMOS SPAD arrays are also expected to maintain the uniformity so far achieved and possibly provide even higher quantum efficiency in the near-infrared (700-900 nm) range which is a current limitation [13].

These new arrays will not only improve the single-shot acquisition measurements at lower exposure times, but it will also allow to use SPAD array for speckle contrast spectroscopy (SCOS) and tomography (SCOT) using point sources and large source-detector separations [16,
As a matter of fact, we envision that these larger SPAD arrays are going to be more and more disruptive and could eventually reach a timing resolution and quantum efficiency enabling diffuse correlation spectroscopy measurements [2].

5. Conclusion

We have introduced a new multi-exposure laser speckle contrast imaging approach using a state-of-the-art high frame-rate SPAD array chip. We have demonstrated that the high frame, single-photon counting sensitivity and the negligible inter-frame dead-time allows for single-shot acquisition of multi-exposure laser speckle data. This improved performance will open the way to further improvements both in the methodology and in the detector design.
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